Dress Up Nelly
A fun first colour game.
Use these friendly elephants to learn about colours
as you dress them in their different outfits!
Contents

• 30 cards

First Activity For one or more children
Children can take part in this activity simultaneously or in turns.
Spread the cards, face up, on the table then look for cards to make an
elephant which is wearing the same coloured clothing. Place the head, body
and legs cards together to make a complete elephant. Continue until all the
friendly elephants have been found. You can also mix up the cards to make
a selection of crazy outfits!

Quick Game
1
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To play

Each player takes two elephant
head cards. Place the cards,
face up, in front of you.
Place the remaining head cards
to one side, out of play.
Spread the rest of the cards,
face down, on the table.
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Turn a card

Take it in turns to turn
over a face down card.
If the clothing is the same
colour as the clothing on
one of your elephants,
keep the card and place
it in front of you.
If it is not the same colour,
return the card, face down,
to the table.
Play passes to the next
player.

Complete your elephants

On your turn, continue taking cards
until you have completed both your
elephants with matching head, body
and legs cards.
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The winner

The winner is the
first person to
complete both of
their elephants.

Longer Game
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To play

Spread all the cards,
face down, on the
table.
Each player picks
one head card and
places it face up in
front of them.
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Turn a card

Take it in turns to turn
over a face down card.
If the clothing is the same
colour as the clothing on
your elephant, keep the
card and place it in front
of you.
If it is not the same colour,
return the card, face down,
to the table.
Play passes to the next
player.
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Finish one elephant
then begin another!

On your turn, continue
taking cards until you
have completed your
elephant with matching
coloured head, body
and legs cards.
You can now choose
another head card and
begin a new elephant
on you next turn!
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The winner

Play continues until all
the cards have been
taken.
The winner is the player
with the most completed
elephants at the end of
the game.

